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Wheelloaders
To meet as much as possible to the needs and wishes of the customers, Tobroco Machines developed a wide range of wheel 

loaders. This range consists of 25 different types which vary in service weight between 1000 and 4150 kg. In this leaflet you will 

find the smallest range of Giant wheel loaders, which have a service weight between 1000 and 1550 kg. For further information 

about the other types of Giant wheel loaders and/or implements we direct refer you to our other leaflets and our website: 

www.giant-wheelloaders.com

D243S
Like every Giant wheel loader, the Giant D243S is very 

complete- multi- purpose tasks.  Standard has this 

Giant wheel loader has a 4 point hydraulic

Quick-fit linkage. The transmission is with an axial 

plunger pump. Forward/backward with an driving 

pedal That’s why the transmission is very strong 

and the power is very large.  The D243S is an basic 

machine.

D204SW
The Giant D204SW is the newest type in the compact 

range of Giant wheel loaders. This wheel loader is 

equipped out with a 20 hp Kubota diesel-engine and 

Poclain wheel engines with differential lock. This very 

complete and fast wheel loader is  specially devel-

oped for gardener people, pavement contractors,

Horse farms etc. With its service weight of 1000 kg 

it can be transported quite easily with a trailer. This 

wheel loader is very compact and very stable and 

is highly manoeuvrable and because of these, this 

wheelloader is suitable for many kind of works.

For working with potentially falling objects is the use of a FOPS 
safety roof is mandatory.
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D263SW / D332SWT
The Giant D263SW is the second Giant wheel loader 

which is powered with heavy Poclain wheel engines. 

These wheel engines have the possibility of an

electrical differential lock. With the wheel engines there is 

almost no friction with the underground. Because of this, 

the Giant wheel loaders, are very suitable for pavement 

constructors to drive on new roads. Beside the Giant

D263SW the Giant D332SWT is available. Using a 33 hp 

engine instead of a 26 hp engine, this machine can be 

extended to a higher driving speed up to 19km/h.

D263SW X-tra / D332SWT X-tra
For many years Tobroco Machines is successful with the

development and building of compact wheel loaders 

with a low service weight and an extra high tipping load. 

These  models are also build in the X-tra version. The 

Giant D263SW X-tra and the Giant D332SWT X-tra are 

very complete, light wheelloaders with a tipping load up 

to 1800 kg. The lower front frame or “X-tra” takes care that 

these loaders have an extra big tipping load.

As a bonus the lower front frame gives the advantage 

of a perfect sight on your implements. That’s why these 

Giant wheel loaders are extremely suitable for pavement-

constructors and gardening people.

D263SW D263SW X-tra D332SWT D332SWT X-tra

Engine 3 cil. Kubota 26 HP /19 kW 3 cil. Kubota 26 HP / 19 kW 3 cil. Kubota turbo 33 HP / 24 kW 3 cil. Kubota turbo 33 HP / 24 kW

Serviceweight 1480 kg 1525 kg 1500 kg 1550 kg

Driving hydraulics Hydrostatic automotiv Hydrostatic automotiv Hydrostatic automotiv Hydrostatic automotiv

Driving speed 0-12 km/h 0-12 km/h 0-12 km/h, option 0-19 km/h 0-12 km/h, option 0-19 km/h

Driving mechanism Wheel engine with hydr.  elec. sper Wheel engine with elec. sper Wheel engine with elec. sper Wheel engine with elec. sper

Standard tyres 7.00x12 AS 26x12.00-12 AS 7.00x12 AS 26x12.00-12 AS

Parking brakes Hydr. lamellen brake Hydr. lamellenbrake Hydr. lamellenbrake Hydr. lamellenbrake

Hitch Giant hydraulick quick change Giant with hydr. quick change. Giant with hydr. quick change. Giant with hydr. quick change.

Driving hydraulics 84 ltr/min (360 bar) 84 ltr/min (360 bar) 84 ltr/min (360 bar) 84 ltr/min (360 bar)

Working hydraulics 42 ltr/min 42 ltr/min 42 ltr/min 42 ltr/min

Lifting capacity 1100 kg 1400 kg 1100 kg 1400 kg

Tipping load 1040 kg 1600 kg 1060 kg 1663 kg



Sizes / tippingloads (tabel 3).

D263S / D332ST
The Giant D263S and D332ST are wheel loaders 

which are sold in big numbers. Because Tobroco 

Machines has gathered the best components and 

brought these together to create a wheelloader that 

is very reliable and multi- functional usable for all 

kind of duties. These machines have an automotive 

pump, are driving comfortable and easily  forwards 

and backwards with a button on the multifunctional 

joystick. This types are performed with a ROPS/

FOPS safety roof and have a cyclone filter,  seat  with 

arm-rest, water and oil cooler, 3. Hydraulic function is 

standard, Hydrostatic four-wheel drive axles.

Technical data
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Technical data
D204SW D243S D263S D332ST

Engine 3 cyl. Kubota 20 hp / 15 kW 3 cyl. Kubota 26 hp/ 19 kW 3 cyl. Kubota 26 hp / 19 kW 3 cyl. Kubota turbo 33 hp / 24 kW

Serviceweight 1000 kg 1400 kg 1480 kg 1500 kg

Driving hydraulics Hydrostatic automotiv Hydrost. with axialplunjerpump Hydrostatic automotiv Hydrostatic automotiv

Drivingspeed 0-15 km/h 0-9 km/h 0-12 km/h 0-12 km/h

Driving mechanism Wheelengine with elec. Sper 4wd hydraulic drive  axles 4wd hydraustatic drive  axles 4wd hydraustatic drive  axles

Standard tyres 23x8.5-12 AS 7.00x12 AS 7.00x12 AS 7.00x12 AS

Parking brakes Hydr. lamellenbrake elektr. Drumbrakes Drumbrakes Drumbrakes

Hitch Mechanical D204SW Giant with hydr. quick-fit system. Giant with hydr. quick-fit system. Giant with hydr. quick-fit system.

Drivinghydraulics 65 ltr/min (300 bar) 84 ltr/min (300 bar) 84 ltr/min (300 bar) 84 ltr/min (300 bar)

Workinghydraulics 28 ltr/min 42 ltr/min 42 ltr/min 42 ltr/min

Lifting capacity 1100 kg 1000 kg 1100 kg 1100 kg

Tippingload 1000 kg 1040 kg 1040 kg 1060 kg

D204SW D243S D263S D332ST D263SW D263SW
 X-tra D332SWT D332SWT

X-tra

A Wheelbase 1205 1368 1368 1368 1368 1419 1368 1419

B Total lenght without bucket 2200 2669 2669 2669 2669 2718 2669 2718

C Total lenght with bucket 2862 3360 3360 3360 3360 3389 3360 3389

D Lenght 3-point lifting arm -- 622 622 622 622 622 622 622

E Min. height 3 point hitch -- 74 74 74 74 74 74 74

F Max. height 3 point hitch -- 737 737 737 737 737 737 737

G Seat height 1020 1136 1136 1136 1136 1136 1136 1136

H Min. height with Rops safetybar 1600 1682 1682 1682 1710 1710 1710 1710

Max. height with Rops safetybar 2170 2311 2311 2311 2370 2370 2370 2370

Max. height with Fops safetyroof 2060 2165 2165 2165 2230 2230 2230 2230

J Height frontframe 1380 1535 1535 1535 1550 1148 1550 1184

K Max. dump height 1408 1827 1827 1827 1827 1360 1827 1360

L Max. bucket pin height 2170 2558 2558 2558 2558 2067 2558 2067

Max. bucket pin height extended front frame -- 2702 2702 2702 2702 -- 2702 --

M Height with bucket 2976 3138 3138 3138 3138 2641 3138 2641

N Tilt angle 17° 41° 41° 41° 41° 44° 41° 44°

O Tilt angle 107° 52° 52° 52° 52° 55° 52° 55°

P Dump angle 43° 44° 44° 44° 44° 41° 44° 41°

Q Max. drive angle 34° 27° 27° 27° 27° 27° 27° 27°

R Diameter standard tyre Ø 570 Ø 670 Ø 670 Ø 670 Ø 670 Ø 670 Ø 670 Ø 670

1A Max. radius 2225 2257 2257 2257 2257 2469 2257 2469

1B Outer turning radius 1967 1900 1900 1900 1900 2263 1900 2263

1C Inner turning radius 978 1040 1040 1040 1040 1163 1040 1163

1D Width from 920 from 890 from 890 from 890 from 890 from 1100 from 890 from 1100

Sizes in mm.

D204SW D243S D263S D332ST D263SW D263SW 
X-tra D332SWT D332SWT 

X-tra

S 1000 kg 1040 kg 1040 kg 1060 kg 1040 kg 1500 kg 1040 kg 1500 kg

T 800 kg 799 kg 799 kg 810 kg 799 kg 1100 kg 799 kg 1100 kg

U 550 kg 580 kg 580 kg 590 kg 580 kg 750 kg 580 kg 750 kg

U (extended front chassis / lift. arm) -- 500 kg 500 kg 500 kg -- -- -- --

V 410 kg 430 kg 430 kg 435 kg 430 kg 550 kg 430 kg 550 kg

W 1690 kg 1376 kg 1376 kg 1400 kg 1376 kg 1500 kg 1376 kg 1500 kg

X 840 kg 833 kg 833 kg 850 kg 833 kg 900 kg 833 kg 900 kg

Y 510 kg 597 kg 597 kg 615 kg 597 kg 650 kg 597 kg 650 kg

Tippingload in straight position, without  extra counterweights .



Wheelloaders
Giant wheel loaders are totally designed and produced in 

own management in Oisterwijk (the Netherlands). In 2009 

Tobroco Machines has started with the development for 

new models for the existing range. These new models will 

replace the existing ones. For development Tobroco 

Machines is using a sophisticated 3-dimentional design 

program. Thus before taken a machine in production, it’s 

performance can be tested already. During the develop-

ment of the new models Tobroco takes care of the demands 

and needs of their customers. Special in the field of comfort 

and looks the new models are upgraded. When you com-

pare performance and technical data the new models are at 

least equal or upgraded. Also Tobroco Machines offers you a 

very big variety of implements. The majority of these imple-

ments is designed and produced by Tobroco Machines, and 

because of this, the implements are optimally adapted for 

your Giant, which is more efficient this way.

GIANT MADE IN HOLLAND

Tobroco Machines 
Beneluxstraat 4 

5061 KE Oisterwijk, Holland

Tel: +31 (0)13 521 12 12 

Fax: +31 (0)13 523 40 45 

E-mail: info@tobroco.nl

Internet: www.tobroco.com

All technical data in this brochure refer to series models that have been tested under operating conditions typical of Central Europe and describe their standard functions. Specifications and their modes of functionality as well as 
accessories listed in this brochure depend on the individual model and on the options available with a particular product as well as the statutory requirements of the country of sale. Illustrations used in this brochure may show 
products that have not been mentioned or that are not available as series production machines. The descriptions, illustrations, weights and technical data published herein are non-binding in nature and represent the technical status 
at the time the document went to press. Because of ongoing development, we reserve the right to make changes, without prior notice, to the design, specification, visual appearance and technology of our products. Should you re-
quire special functions that would be available only by using additional components and/or under special circumstances, please feel free to contact us. We will be happy to answer any questions you may have and to provide further 
information regarding whether and under what conditions applying to the product and the target environment such special functions might be feasible. If you have any concerns about the load capacity or operation of our products 
in certain working conditions or environments, we recommend that you perform a test run under controlled conditions. Despite meticulous attention to detail, we cannot exclude the possibility that our products may not conform to 
illustrations or stated dimensions, or that errors may have occurred in calculation or during printing, or that the information given here may be incomplete. Consequently, we do not accept liability for the accuracy or completeness of 
the information supplied in this brochure. All matters relating to our product warranty are contained within our General Terms and Conditions. We expressly decline to provide additional guarantees. Any liability over and above that 
contained within our General Terms and Conditions is excluded. 


